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The Heinemann and
James Richardson joint venture
wins the Duty Free contract at
Ben Gurion Airport in August.

Gebr. Heinemann opens
the world’s largest Arrival Duty Free
shop in Oslo (4,000 square metres)
and the extension of the company’s
headquarters in Hamburg (K5)
opens its doors.

With Sydney as Gebr. Heinemann’s
latest success, the company is
now solidly established as a global
leader in the international
travel retail market.

At the port of Hamburg lies the gateway to the world of global travel shopping: Gebr. Heinemann is one of the most important
players in the international Duty Free market. Founded in 1879, the family-run company has always remained independent,
despite being faced with an ever-changing market environment – and hence right from the beginning has been writing the travel
retail stories of tomorrow. The company’s mission is to live and breathe service and to create added value in an inspiring and
emotional way.

Long-term partnerships:
contracts run for an average
term of more than 16 years

Gebr. Heinemann SE & Co. KG
is one of the leading players in the
international travel retail market
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To keep pace with its global expansion Gebr. Heinemann opts to build
a second logistics centre
in Erlensee (near Frankfurt).

Move into Asia by securing
the first concessions for brand
label boutiques and setting up
a subsidiary in Singapore.

The Heinemann Duty Free’
retail brand identity is unveiled.

During the 2000s, successive
concessions for Duty Free shops
at major European airports lead to
the construction of a logistics centre
in Hamburg-Allermöhe to enhance
storage capacity.

More than 1,500 international brands
from 1,000 suppliers worldwide

Fourth-generation owner-managed
family business based in Hamburg

More than 6,000 employees worldwide...
...are the lifeblood of Gebr. Heinemann
96 subsidiaries and holding
companies in 37 countries,
including Heinemann Asia
Pacific Pte. Ltd. in Singapore
and Heinemann Americas,
Inc. in Miami

Group turnover in 2017:
4.1 billion euros*
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Gebr. Heinemann launches
Travel Value’ for the
whole European market.

Claus and Gunnar Heinemann,
representing the fourth generation
of the Heinemann family, join the
company in its centennial year and
significantly expand activities on the
international travel retail market.

The company opens its first shops at
Frankfurt Airport, a key retail site in
the success of Gebr. Heinemann.

Gebr. Heinemann acquires first
concessions for Duty Free shops
at Cologne-Bonn Airport.

Two state-of-the-art logistics centres
in Germany

Building the future by strengthening
customer loyalty and digital infrastructure

* Preliminary group turnover of Gebr. Heinemann and affiliates.
Consolidated Gebr. Heinemann turnover according to HGB: 3.0 billion euros.
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Geschäftsfelder
Business
Areas
Distribution: 1,000 customers (including airports, airlines, border shops, cruise liners and ferries) in over 100 countries
Retail: The company operates more than 330 Heinemann Duty Free & Travel Value Shops plus various fashion-label
boutiques and concept stores at 79 international airports in 29 countries. It also operates over 60 border shops under the Travel
FREE retail brand and 30-plus shops on 17 cruise liners
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In Frankfurt, the first
Duty Free counter opens at a
German airport; operated by the
state, the goods are supplied by
Gebr. Heinemann.

Icelandic Airlines becomes
Gebr. Heinemann’s first airline client,
later followed by Lufthansa.

One Heinemann generation
succeeds another, overcoming tough
times while successfully expanding
the family business activities.

A long and successful
journey begins as Gebr. Heinemann
is founded by Carl and Heinrich
Heinemann.

